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PURPOSE:To transfer an incoming call to a mobile
station, which is not under speaking but recently

perform speaking, in a radio zone when the call is

incoming to a mobile station under speaking at a
cordless telephone system for performing
communication by consisting a service area of plural

radio zones, arranging radio base stations under the
control of a base unit at the respective radio zones
and moving the mobile stations among those radio
zones.; CONSTITUTIONS side a main unit 11-1, a
means 11-3 for storing both the extension numbers
of mobile stations 15-19 registered on the respective
radio zones and the busy states and a means 11-4
for storing the extension numbers of mobile stations

t

to which calls are incoming, and the speaking end
time for each radio zone are provided and further,

inside the main unit, a certain means is provided to

select the mobile station, for which the registration of

end time is latest, among the mobile stations

registered on the radio zones and not under
speaking and to transfer the incoming call to that

selected mobile station when the call is incoming to

the mobile station under speaking.
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3) Machine Translation of the cited reference 3(Kokai No.H07-107o49)(claim
1 is revised and uriderliried and several terms are unified)

[Claim 1 ]A call transfer when busy used in a cordless phone system which
can be used In a service area provided by a piuramty of a wirefes zone
and wireless base stations under control of a main station and mobile
atallom mm/teg j^mong the wlrglgs-g zones wherein, mid mam station

comprises means for storing a registered terminal number of each of said

mobile stations as well as busy condition thereof and means for s toring a

terminal number of said mobile station in each of the wireless zones as w ell

as a cornmunication end time, characterized that said system further

including a means for selecting one of said mobile elation in idle having
the latest registered communication end time to transfer a call to a bujry

mobile station.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[00013

[Industrial ApplicationjThis invention relates to the call redirection device
of a cordless phones system,

[00023

[Description of the Prior Art]Drawing 7, drawing; 8, and drawing 9 are the

explanatory views showing an example of the call redirection device of the

conventional cordless phones system. In drawing 7 and drawing 9, 30 and
40 show a common phone network, and 31 and 41 are main unit parts
which perform the message exchange, When the main unit (small PBX),
31-2, and 41-2 have mail arrival in 31-1 and 41-1 has it in a mobile station,

in order to transmit to other mobile stations with the mobile station talking

over the phone, It is a transfer table (the example is shown in drawing 8)

which records the extension number of these mobile stations, and the
extension number of the mobile station to transmit, It is a wireless zone
which show\s the range in which the base transceiver station which has 32,

42, 43, and 44 under control of the main unit 31-1, and 33, 34, 45 and 46
can receive a mobile station, 35, 47, 48, and 49 receive a base transceiver
station, and a mobile station can act.

[0003]With reference to drawing 7 and drawing 8, the call redirection

device of the conventional cordless phones system is explained. In this

conventional cordless phones system, For example, when the mobile station

33 (extension number 101) has mail arrival and it was under phone call

then, the main unit 31-1 chose the mobile station 34 (extension number 102)

based on the destination table 31-2 (drawing 8) memorized beforehand,
and was transmitting mail arrival.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] For example in a factory, as

shown in drawing 9, by two or more base stations 42, 43, and 44 However,
wireless zone A, Provide B and C and between those wireless zones by the

cordless phones system which can move and communicate freely. For
example, the mobile station 45 (extension number 101) like drawing 9 from
the wireless zone A-47, Supposing it moves to the wireless zone B-48 which

1



is the distant place and the mobile station 46 (extension number 102)
moves to the wireless zone C-49 which is distant somewhere else from the
wireless zone A-47, When mail arrival sometimes has the mobile station 45
(extension number 101) during a phone call by the conventional method.
Since the main unit 41 provides with mail arrival the mobile station 45
(extension number 101) and the mobile station 46 (extension number 102)
in the wireless zone C-49 which is the distant place with reference to a
destination table (drawing 8), There were a problem of being hard to tell

the transmitted action addressee having had mail arrival in the original
action addressee, and a problem that it was not told by the addresser that
an original action addressee is talking over the phone. By the conventional
method, when the destination was busy, there was a problem that it could
not transmit certainly. In a cordless phones system, when the mobile
station at the time of during the conversation has mail arrival, an object of
this invention is to provide the transmission incoming trunk equipment
which transmits mail arrival to the mobile station which was not talking
over the phone and talked over the phone in the wireless zone recently
[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problemjln order to solve the above-mentioned
problem, the main unit by this invention, A means to make consistent and
memorize an extension number and a busy state of a mobile station which
are registered into each wireless zone, When it has a means to double and
memorize an extension number and clear back time of a mobile station
which had a phone call for every wireless zone and a mobile station at the
time has mail arrival during a phone call, in a mobile station which is not
during a phone call registered into the wireless zone, Registration of finish
time chooses the newest mobile station, and has a means to transmit mail
arrival in the mobile station.

[0006]

[Function]A possibility that it is not under phone call, and there is a phone
call these days and it can talk over the phone in the registered, mobile
station in the wireless zone where said mobile station carries out the
whereabouts of the call which was going to receive a message in the busy
mobile station by the above-mentioned means is transmitted to a high
mobile station,

[0007]

[Example]Hereafter, one example of this invention is described with
reference to drawings. . The outline flowchart and drawing 2 which
drawing 1 shows processing of the call redirection of the main unit can be
set in the one example of this invention. As for the wireless zone
registration table in the main unit, and drawing 4, a register state
surveillance flow chart and drawing 6 of the phone call finish time table in
the main unit and drawing 5 are [ the outline lineblock diagram of a call

redirection device, and drawing 3 ] talk state surveillance flow charts. It is

a main unit part in which 10 performs a common phone network and 11
performs the message exchange in drawing 2, 11-1 the main unit and 11-2
the memory storage inside the main unit, and 11-3 A wireless zone
registration table, it is a wireless zone which shows the range in which the
base transceiver station which 11-4 has in a phone call finish time table,

- 2 -



and 12-14 have under control of the main unit, and 15-21 can receive a
mobile station, 22-24 receive a base station, and a mobile station can act
[0008]First, the call redirection device of this invention is explained with
reference to the outline flowchart of drawing 1. The main unit 11-1 judges
whether the mobile station 16 is talking over the phone (Step 331), and
when a certain mobile station 16 has mail arrival from outside line or an
extension, if it is not [ he / it ] under phone call, it will move to the usual
mail arrival sequence (Step S32X If the mobile station 16 is talking over the
phone here, the main unit 11-1 will choose the mobile station 17 of the
newest [ registration / of clear back time ] with reference to the phone call

finish time table 11-4 of the wireless zone where the mobile station 16 is

registered (Step S33). Next, the mobile station 17 selected [ the main unit
11-1 ] with reference to the wireless zone registration table 11-3, It is

judged whether it registers with the same wireless zone as the mobile
station 16 with .mail arrival (Step S34), If are registered and it does not
move and register with the next processing, registration of clear back time
chooses the mobile station 18 new next (Step S35), and returns from the
phone call finish time table 11-4 to wireless zone registration judgment
operation (Step S34) of the selected mobile stations 18. Next, the main unit
11-1 refers to the wireless zone registration table 11-3, If it judges whether
the selected mobile station 18 is talking over the phone (Step S36) and is

under phone call, registration of clear back lime will choose the mobile
station 19 new next (Step S37), and will return from the phone call finish
time table 11-4 to wireless zone registration judgment operation (Step S34)
of the selected mobile stations 19. If it is not [ be / it ] under phone call

here, die main unit 11-1 will transmit mail arrival to the selected mobile
station 19 (Step S38).

[0009jNext, the wireless zone registration table of drawing 3 and the phone
call finish time table of drawing 4 are explained- The wireless zone
registration table of drawing 3 comprises each item of a wireless zone, a

mobile station extension number, and a busy state, and is recorded on the
memory storage 11-2 in the main unit 11-1. The phone call, finish time table
of drawing 4 comprises each item of a wireless zone, a mobile station
extension number, and phone call finish time, and is recorded on the
memory storage 11-2 in the main unit 11-1 like a wireless zone registration
table. Here, there are a wireless zone registration table of drawing 3 and a

phone call finish time table of drawing 4 only several wireless zone
minutes, and they are used at the time of processing of the call redirection
device of this invention mentioned above.
[0010]Next, the recording operation to the wireless zone registration table
11-3 and the phone call finish time table 11-4 in the main unit 11-1 is

explained with reference to the register state surveillance flow chart of
drawing 5, and the talk state surveillance flow chart of drawing 6. Drawing
5 is explained first. The main unit 11-1 always supervises the register state

of the mobile stations 15-21 of each wireless zones 22, 23, and 24, and
distinguishes whether the mobile stations 15-21 moved in the zone (Step
S41X Then, when there was no movement, processing is ended and there is

movement (for example, mobile station 15), from the registration table of
the wireless zone 22 of a basis, the extension number of the mobile station

. 3 _



15 is deleted (Step S42), and additional recording is carried out to the
registration table of the previous wireless zone 23 from which it moved
(Step S43X Next, drawing 6 is explained. It is judged whether the main unit
11-1 had change in the talk state of a mobile station by always supervising
the talk state of each mobile station (Step S51), Judge whether the talk state
of the mobile station is a call start, and whether when there was no change
in the talk state of the mobile station, and processing is ended and it is

changeful, the main unit 11-1 is the end of a phone call (Step S52), and if it

is a call start, The busy state of the wireless zone registration table 11-3 is

recorded as under a phone call (Step S54). If it is the end of a phone call,

the record under phone call of the busy state of the wireless zone
registration table 11-3 will be deleted here (Step S53), Telephone call finish
time is recorded on the phone call finish time table 11-4 of the wireless
zone where the mobile station was talking over the phone with the
extension number of the mobile station (Step S55).

[0011 ]It becomes possible to transmit mail arrival to the mobile station
which was not talking over the phone and talked over the phone in the
wireless zone by the above operation recently when the mobile station at
the time of during the conversation had mail arrival,

[0012]

[Effect of the Invention]As explained above, according to the call

redirection device of this invention, mail arrival will be transmitted to the
call which received a message in the mobile station under phone call by the
mobile station which was not talking over the phone and had a phone call

in the mobile station registered into the same wireless zone recently, and it

becomes what has more certain transmission.
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